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Reinforcement Learning Based Advertising Strategy
Using Crowdsensing Vehicular Data
Kaihao Lou, Yongjian Yang, En Wang⇤ , Zheli Liu, Thar Baker, Ali Kashif Bashir

Abstract—As an effective tool, roadside digital billboard advertising is widely used to attract potential customers (e.g., drivers
and passengers passing by the billboards) to obtain commercial
profit for the advertiser, i.e., the attracted customers’ payment.
The commercial profit depends on the number of attracted
customers, hence the advertiser needs to adopt an effective
advertising strategy to determine the advertisement switching
policy for each digital billboard to attract as many potential
customers as possible. Whether a customer could be attracted
is influenced by numerous factors, such as the probability
that the customer could see the billboard and the degree of
his/her interests in the advertisement. Besides, cooperation and
competition among all digital billboards will also affect the
commercial profit. Taking the above factors into consideration,
we formulate the dynamic advertising problem to maximize the
commercial profit for the advertiser. To address the problem,
we first extract potential customers’ implicit information by
using the vehicular data collected by Mobile CrowdSensing
(MCS), such as their vehicular trajectories and their preferences.
With this information, we then propose an advertising strategy
based on multi-agent deep reinforcement learning. By using the
proposed advertising strategy, the advertiser could determine
the advertising policy for each digital billboard and maximize
the commercial profit. Extensive experiments on three realworld datasets have been conducted to verify that our proposed
advertising strategy could achieve the superior commercial profit
compared with the state-of-the-art strategies.
Index Terms—Digital Billboard Advertising, Multi-agent Deep
Reinforcement Learning, Crowdsensing Vehicular Data

I. INTRODUCTION
Digital roadside billboard is one of the most effective tools
for advertising. According to PQ Media [1], global digital
roadside billboard advertising industry has grown by a large
margin in 2017. Specially, digital roadside billboard advertising sales have increased by 10% to a total amount of 3.2
billion dollars in US. Compared with traditional static roadside
billboard, the digital roadside billboard can easily make a
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Fig. 1: An example of the dynamic advertising problem.
deeper impression on potential customers (e.g., the drivers
and passengers), since it can dynamically deliver graphic
advertising content (e.g., images and videos). In this way,
digital roadside billboards can deepen potential customers’
impression of products, and achieve the purpose of increasing
sales volume.
By advertising on roadside digital billboards, an advertiser
could attract potential customers driving the vehicles or the
passengers for his/her products. Once a potential customer
is attracted by the advertisement on the digital billboard, he
would purchase the relative product and the advertiser would
obtain the commercial profit. Hence, the commercial profit
depends on the number of attracted customers. To maximize
the commercial profit, the advertiser needs to attract the
potential customers as many as possible. However, whether a
potential customer could be attracted by the digital billboards
is determined by many factors, such as the customer’s mobility (whether he can see the billboard) and the customer’s
preferences (whether he is interested in the product). For
example, students are more likely to see billboards near the
school and less likely to see billboards on the highway.
Besides, students could be more interested in sports clothing
and less interested in business clothing. Hence, the advertiser
should adopt appropriate advertising strategies to decide which
advertisement should be delivered on each digital billboard to
attract as many potential customers as possible.
Most of the existing advertising strategies focus on what
advertising content should be delivered and how to select
locations for the static roadside billboards. By using the data
collected by RFID, S. Nigam et al. in [2], decide the locations
of billboards. In [3] and [4], the billboard locations are
determined by using GPS and phone data. Besides, advertising
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content on the billboard is determined by the preferences of
potential customers and the detour distance in [5] and [6].
In the real world, the potential customers passing the same
billboard location change over time, and hence the traditional
static roadside billboards do not perform well. For instance,
during lunch or dinner time, there are many hungry customers,
the billboards in shopping malls should place advertisements
for food. However, at other time advertisements for clothes
may be a good choice.
In order to maximize the commercial profit for the advertiser, we decide to use the digital roadside billboards
in this paper. And according to the preferences of passing
potential customers, the digital billboards should switch their
advertising content to attract as many potential customers as
possible. How to switch advertisement dynamically according to the situation is the problem of this paper, which is
called dynamic advertising problem. For example, consider a
dynamic advertising scene, which is shown in Fig. 1. There
are two available digital billboards (b1 and b2) and four
different potential customers (A, B, C and D) driving their
vehicles in this area. The advertiser wants to do advertising
for his/her two different products (product 1 and 2) to obtain
commercial profit. The commercial profit is quantified by
the payments of the attracted customers, hence the advertiser
needs to attract as many potential customers as possible. As
shown in Fig. 1, at time T1, two potential customers A and
B are about to pass through the digital billboards b1 and b2.
Suppose that customer A prefers the product 1 and customer
B is interested in product 2. Thus, digital billboards b1 and
b2 should deliver the advertising content about product 1
and product 2, respectively. Then, at time T2, the potential
customers C and D are about to pass through the digital
billboards b1 and b2. Suppose that customer C is interested
in the product 2 and customer D is interested in the product
1. Obviously, the two digital billboards b1 and b2 should
deliver the advertising content of product 2 and product 1
respectively when the customers C and D are passing these
digital billboards.
To solve the above dynamic advertising problem, firstly,
we need to know the preferences of the passing potential
customers and their mobility patterns, which are privacysensitive. Besides, cooperation and competition among all
digital billboards will also affect the commercial profit. For
example, the two digital billboards of A and B are close to
each other, the commercial profit may not increase much when
they advertise for the same product. Because customers passing these two billboards may be the same and the commercial
profit will be improved more if the two billboards advertise
for different products. We may solve this challenge by using
a central server to control the digital billboards, but it costs
considerable resource. Traditional random strategy does not
perform well. These two challenges greatly limit the research
about digital billboard advertising and reinforcement learning
[7, 8] may be a good method to solve this problem.
In this paper, we adopt Mobile CrowdSensing (MCS) [9–11]
to gather the privacy-sensitive customer profiles [5, 12] such
as their vehicular trajectories and preferences. For example, a
MCS application may record a user’s vehicular trajectories
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when the user finishes some sensing tasks. Moreover, the
user’s completed task history can also be used to infer the
user’s preferences [12]. Suppose there is a user, who has
driven to or has finished tasks near the food market for many
times, then we can infer that this user may be attracted by
the food advertisements, in other words, the food market
could be considered as a preference of this user. And we
use a semi-markov method to predict customers’ mobility
pattern. With this information, we propose an advertising
strategy based on a multi-agent approach called multi-agent
deep deterministic policy gradient (MADDPG) [13] to derive
advertisement switching policy for each digital billboard.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• We formulate a dynamic advertising problem to determine how to switch the advertising content for each digital billboard at different time slice so that the advertiser
could achieve the maximal commercial profit.
• We propose an effective advertising strategy based on the
multi-agent deep deterministic policy gradient to solve the
dynamic advertising problem by using the vehicular data
collected by mobile crowdsensing.
• We conduct extensive simulations based on three realworld trajectories: roma/taxi[14], epfl[15], and geolife[16]. The results show that our advertising strategies
could achieve superior commercial profit for the advertiser compared with other strategies.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
review the related work in Section II. We describe the system
models and define the dynamic advertising problem in Section
III. We describe the general technologies in Section IV. The
detailed advertising strategy based on multi-agent deep reinforcement learning is proposed in Section V. In Section VI, we
compare the performances of our adverting strategy with other
advertising strategies by conducting simulations. We conclude
this paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review various related work on advertising strategy on billboard, multi-agent deep reinforcement
learning and mobile crowdsensing.
Advertising Strategy. There have been many works on
advertising strategy. Most of them are about how to select the
locations of the roadside billboards or how to select the advertisements on the roadside billboards. In [2], S. Nigam et al.
propose an intelligent advertising system for multi retail stores,
malls and shopping complexes. It analyses data collected by
RFID tags in order to provide better offers and deals to customers, which are attached to products. This system also helps
to select the locations for the billboards. In [3], D. Liu et al.
propose an interactive visual analytics system that combines
the state-of-the-art mining and visualization techniques with
large-scale GPS trajectory data for billboard placements. M.
Huang et al. propose a methodology in [4], in order to solve
the problem of displaying the relevant advertisements (ads)
and maximizing their coverage. By using the data collected by
phones, they can identify the interests and mobility patterns of
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individuals. These works are about how to select the locations
for the roadside billboards by analyzing the data collected by
different ways. In [17], T. T. An et al. design an advertisement
system by using Wi-Fi union mechanism in order to enhance
the efficiency of advertisement. In [5], L. Wang et al. design a
model to quantify advertisement influence spread and propose
a utility evaluation-based optimal searching approach so that
the total expected advertisement influence spread could be
maximized. In [6], H. Zheng et al. investigate a promising
application for Vehicular Cyber-Physical Systems (VCPS).
They propose bounded RAP placement algorithms to maximally attract potential customers for the shopkeeper. These
works aim at improving the influence of advertisements by
selecting the advertisement on the billboards. In [18], Zhang,
Yipeng et al. optimize the influence of outdoor advertising
(ad) with the consideration of impression counts. They propose
a tangent line based algorithm to select roadside billboards for
maximizing the influence of outdoor advertising.
Multi-Agent Deep Reinforcement Learning. There have
also been many works about multi-agent deep reinforcement
learning [19, 20]. The multi-agent deep deterministic policy
gradient (MADDPG) is proposed in [13], Lowe et al. present
this method for cooperative or competitive scenarios which
takes the action policies of other agents into consideration. In
[21], T. Chu et al. propose a fully scalable and decentralized
MARL algorithm for large-scale traffic signal control which
could achieve the best performance in simulations compared
with other MARL algorithms. In [22], S. Zheng et al. propose
the improved Multi-Agent Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
(MADDPG) algorithm for large-scale crowd path planning. In
[23], Y. Pan et al. propose a novel method by using the centralized training and distributed execution with parameter sharing
among homogeneous agents, so that the partial calculation of
network parameters in policy evolution can be substituted.
Mobile Crowdsensing. Mobile crowdsensing has been extensively studied in recent years. For the task allocation, in
[24], J. Wang et al. proposes a new framework of participatory perceptual multi task allocation, which coordinates the
allocation of multiple tasks on the multi task PS platform
to maximize the overall effectiveness of the system. J. Wang
et al. [25] study multi-task allocation problem and propose
a novel multi-task allocation framework named MTasker to
maximize the overall system utility. In [26],J. Wang et al.
propose a two-phased hybrid framework called HyTasker,
which jointly optimizes two phases with a total incentive
budget constraint. For the worker recruitment problem, J.
Wang et al. [27] study the worker recruitment problem and
propose two algorithms to leverage the influence propagation
on the social network and assist the MCS worker recruitment.
Compared with these existing research works, in this paper,
we focus the problem of advertising on the digital billboards.
The digital billboards need to decide what the advertising
content to deliver for achieving maximal commercial profit.
Hence, we propose an effective advertising strategy based
on the multi-agent deep reinforcement learning to maximize
the commercial profit for the advertiser using crowdsensing
vehicular data.
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III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
This section first discusses the system model of the dynamic
advertising problem. Then, we define the dynamic advertising
problem.
A. System Model
The system model of the dynamic advertising is firstly
discussed in this section. Considering there are n potential customers C = {c1 , c2 , ..., cn } moving in the area
L = {l1 , l2 , ..., lh }. An advertiser owns m digital billboards
B = {b1 , b2 , ..., bm } and these billboards are located at
different locations LB = {lb1 , lb2 , ..., lbm } ✓ L. The advertiser
also has a series of products for advertising, which can
be denoted as A = {a1 , a2 , ..., ak }. The attribute types of
products and customers’ preferences are denoted by the set
Attr = {attr1 , attr2 , ..., attrj }. Without loss of generality,
we denote the preferences of a potential customer ci as Attrci ,
and Attrci ✓ Attr. Similarly, the attributes of a product ad
can be denoted as Attrad , and Attrad ✓ Attr.
During the whole advertising life cycle, each potential
customer moves in the area. A potential customer would
see the advertising content on the digital billboard once he
enters an area, which contains a digital billboard. The potential
customer could be attracted by the advertisement and purchase
the corresponding product so that the advertiser would obtain
the commercial profit. Hence, at the beginning of each time
slice, each digital billboard needs to decide what advertising
content to deliver from the product set to attract potential
customers as many as possible. We suppose that there is
no communication among these digital billboards and the
communication cost. In this paper, if a potential customer
is attracted by an advertisement, then he would buy the
corresponding product ad and the commercial profit for the
advertiser is fad . And we suppose that if different customers
buy the same product ad , the advertiser will get the same
profit fad from each attracted customer. In other words, the
advertiser needs to attract as many potential customers as
possible for different products so that the commercial profit
could be maximized.
B. Problem Definition
Based on the above system model, we can define the
problem as follows:
Problem (Dynamic Advertising Problem): Given a potential
customer set C with their preference set AttrC , a digital
billboard set B and a product set A with their attribute set
AttrA . At the beginning of each time slice, each billboard
should decide what advertising content to deliver from the
product set to attract potential customers as many as possible
so that the commercial profit for the advertiser could be
maximized:
C X
A
X
M aximize F =
ci f a d ,
(1)
i=1 d=1
s.t.

2 {0, 1},

where F denotes the total commercial profit for the advertiser.
And ci represents whether a potential customer ci is attracted.
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Fig. 2: Observation of each digital billboard.
If the customer ci is attracted, then ci = 1, otherwise ci = 0.
fad denotes the commercial profit that the advertiser can get
for selling product ad to a potential customer. Obviously, the
advertiser needs to make sure that each potential customer
should be attracted by as many advertisements as possible in
order to maximize the commercial profit.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The dynamic advertising problem can be considered as
a Markov Decision Process (MDP) [28] [29], which is a
common model of reinforcement learning. Briefly speaking,
in markov decision process, an agent will repeatedly observe
the current state st of the environment and take an action a
from all available actions in this state. Then, the state of the
environment will transfer to st+1 and the agent will get a
reward rt from the environment for its action. In our digital
billboard advertising scenario, we suppose that each digital
billboard observes the state of the environment, such as the
locations of the potential customers and the preferences of the
potential customers. Each digital billboard could decide what
advertisement to deliver, hence each digital billboard could be
considered as an agent in reinforcement learning. Compared
with general reinforcement, the digital billboard advertising
scene has multiple digital billboards, which can be considered
as multiple agents. Hence, the digital billboard advertising
scene is a multi-agent reinforcement learning scene. And
the MDP is defined as M = {S, A, R, F, }, where S
represents the state space, A represents the action space and R
represents the reward space. represents the discount factor
and 0 < < 1.
A. State Space
First of all, we will discuss the state space in the digital
billboard advertising scene. In the digital billboard advertising scenario, the state space is denoted as S , {st =
{S1 , S2 , S3 }}, which consists of three components (customers’
current locations, mobility prediction and customers’ preference level). Each billboard b as an agent could observe part
of S as its observation sit 2 st . Next, we will describe the
detailed composition of S.
1) Customer Current Location: The first part of S is the
current locations of each potential customers at the beginning
of the time slice, which is denoted by S1 . By using the
data collected by the GPS on phone, it is not difficult for
each digital billboard to collect the current locations of each
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potential customers. This feature is important for the training
process. For example, if a potential customer’s current location
is in the area, which includes a digital billboard, he would
see the advertisement on the digital billboard immediately.
Hence, the impact of customers in the billboard area on
the commercial profit cannot be ignored. In this paper, we
suppose that each digital billboard collects each customer’s
current location at the beginning of each time slice, which are
denoted as S1 = {lc1 , lc2 , ..., lcn }. For example, as we can
see from Fig. 2 (a), there are four potential customers, and
their locations can be denoted as S1 = {lc1 , lc2 , lc3 , lc4 }. Each
digital billboard would have the same observation about the
current locations of each potential customer.
2) Mobility Prediction: The next part of S is S2 , which
denotes the mobility prediction of each potential customer.
This is because the advertisement on each digital billboard
will last for a period of time (a time slice may include many
time units), so it will not only affect the customers who are
currently in the billboard area, but also affect the customers
who would come the billboard area within the time slice.
The commercial profit depends on the number of the attracted
customers. Hence, each digital billboard needs to predict the
probability of each customer arriving at its located area so that
each billboard could estimate the reward more accurately.
We can predict the mobility of each potential customer by
using their historical trajectories. First, based on the potential
customers’ historical vehicular trajectories, we can map their
trajectories into a square area in a plane region, especially
when the area is small [30]. For example, we can divide the
area in the map into a grid-shape like Fig. 1 and convert each
potential customer’s trajectories to a series of grid coordinates,
so that we can reduce the difficulty of calculation. Then we
need to find a method to predict each customer’s mobility.
In this paper, we consider the movement of each potential
customer as a markov process, where the next location for
each potential customer is only related to the current location.
Hence we adopt the semi-markov model [31–33] to predict
the customers’ mobility. One of the most important equations
of semi-markov, Z(·) is defined by Eq. (2).
Zu (li , lj , T ) =P (Sun+1 = lj , tn+1
u
t0u , ..., tnu )
=P (Sun+1 = lj , tn+1
u

tnu  T |Su0 , ..., Sun ;
tnu  T |Sun = li )

(2)

where Zu (li , lj , T ) is the probability that the potential customer u will move from his/her current location li to the
location lj at or before time T in the next move. Suk denotes
the potential customer u’s k-th location and the corresponding
arrival time for the movement is denoted as tku . As we have
discussed that the next location for each potential customer is
only related to the current location, we can obtain the transitions from each potential customer’s historical trajectories.
Then, we can define another key equation G(·), denoted by
Eq. (3).
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1))·
(3)

T =ts

where ts is the time when the customer starts moving for
this prediction. By now, we can calculate the probability of a
customer passing a billboard area before a certain time. At
the beginning of each time slice, each digital billboard bg
would predict the probability of each customer entering its
b
area denoted as S2g 2 S2 , which is a matrix of n ⇥ 1. An
example is shown in Fig. 2 (b), and we can see that potential
customers c1 and c2 are more likely to pass the billboard area,
hence, the preferences of potential customers c1 and c2 may be
more important when the digital billboard is making decision.
3) Customer Preference Level Prediction: The last part
of S is S3 , which are the probabilities that each potential
customer will purchase different products at the current time.
It is a matrix of n ⇥ k, which depends on how well product
attributes match customers’ preferences and how many times
customers have seen the product advertising content. Suppose
there are four potential customers and four different products,
the probabilities of each potential customer purchasing these
products are shown in Fig. 2 (c).
In order to quantify the preference level for each potential
customer, firstly, we need to collect or infer the preferences of
each potential customer. There are many ways to get relevant
data. For example, based on the data collected by mobile
crowdsensing (MCS), we can adopt the method in [5, 12] to
infer the preferences of each potential customer. In this paper,
the specific collection and inference process is not the focus,
hence we use the generated preference data for the simulations
so that we can reduce the difficulty of the calculation. The
preferences of each potential customer ci can be denoted as
Attrci . Then the preference level of the potential customer ci
about a product ad can be defined as follows:
Attrci \ Attrad
ad
Pprefer
(ci ) =
.
(5)
Attrci
And the probability of a customer ci buying a product ad is
defined as the following equation:
8
if ci hasn0 t seen the product ad
>0,
<
ad
ad
if ci f irst sees the product ad
Pbuy
(ci )= Pprefer (ci ),
>
0
:
ad
ad
1 (1 Pbuy (ci )) ⇥ (1 Pprefer
(ci )), otherwise
(6)

ad
where Pbuy
(ci ) is the probability of customer ci buying the
product ad before he sees the next advertisement about product

Environment st

Time t+1

Billboard b1 ······ Billboard bm

Observation

Billboard b1 ······ Billboard bm

It is easy to find that the potential customers cannot move
from one grid to another when T = 0, so we can get
Gu (li , li , 0) = 1 and Gu (li , lj , 0) = 0 (i 6= j). Next, we
calculate the probability of a customer passing any grid lj
before deadline X, as follows:
X
Y
lj
Pgo
(u) =1
(1 Gu (li , lj , T ))
(4)

0

Time Line

Observation

1 ⌃L
k=1,k6=i Zu (li , lk , T )+
>
>
L
>
>
⌃k=1,k6=i ⌃Tt=1 (Zu (li , lk , t) Zu (li , lk , t
>
>
:
Gu (lk , li , T t),
i=j

Time t

Observation

1))·

Observation

Gu (li , lj , T )=

8 L
⌃k=1 ⌃Tt=1 (Zu (li , lk , t) Zu (li , lk , t
>
>
>
>
>
i 6= j
>
<Gu (lk , lj , T t),

5

Environment st+1

Fig. 3: Overall system flow of digital billboard advertising.
ad . It is obvious that the greater the potential customer’s
ad
interest in the product ad , the greater the value of Pbuy
(ci ) is,
which is reasonable. And we can also find that the more time
a potential customer sees the same advertisement, the more
likely he is to buy the product. This is reasonable because
if a potential customer is interested in the product, the more
he sees the advertisement of this product, the stronger his/her
willingness to purchase this product will be. And if a potential
customer is likely to buy a certain product, the impact of seeing
the same advertisement many times on his/her final purchase
will be small.
For now, we have defined the observation of each digital
billboard. Generally speaking, each digital billboard bg would
b
observe the environment and obtain the observation ot g =
b
{S1 , S2g , S3 } 2 st at the beginning of each time slice t. Next,
after each digital billboard has observed the environment, they
need to decide what advertisement to deliver for the next time
slice. Hence, we will discuss the action space of each digital
billboard in next part.
B. Action Space
As we have discussed, each digital billboard can be regarded
as an agent in reinforcement learning, hence, it is reasonable
to regard a digital billboard switching every kind of advertisement as its actions. In this digital billboard advertising
scene, the action space is denoted as A = {a1 , a2 , ..., ak |
ad 2 A, d 2 [1, k]}, where each action ad is advertising for
a relative product ad . At the beginning of each time slice,
each digital billboard should decide which action to take, in
other words, the digital billboard bg should determine what
advertising content to deliver for this time slice to maximize
its reward. The reward function is defined in next section.
C. Reward Function
After observing the current state of the environment, each
digital billboard will take an action and obtain its reward from
the environment, this process can be denoted by S ⇥ A ! R.
In this paper, the reward function of digital billboard bg is
defined as follows:
n
b
X
0
o g
ad
ad
rbgt (ad ) =
fad ⇥ (Pbuy
(ci ) Pbuy
(ci )),
(7)
i=1

0

ad
Pbuy
(ci )

where
is the probability of customer ci buying the
ad
product ad before he sees the billboard bg , and Pbuy
(ci ) is the
probability of customer ci buying the product ad after he sees
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Fig. 4: Neural network of each digital billboard.
the billboard bg . In other words, the reward function of each
billboard is defined as the gain of the expected commercial
profit. In the real world, the cost of digital billboard switching
advertisement is very low, so in this paper, we ignore the
cost of switching different advertisements for each digital
billboard. And we suppose that there is no communication
among digital billboards, hence the cost of communication can
be also ignored. If a digital billboard increases the purchase
probabilities of many potential customers after delivering an
advertisement, then it could receive more reward, which is
reasonable. At the beginning of each time slice, each billboard
hopes to choose the action (advertisement) that can bring the
greatest reward to itself.
D. State Transition and Probability Distribution
After a digital billboard performs an action and obtains its
reward, the state st of the environment will transit to a new
state st+1 , which can be denoted as F : S ⇥ A ⇥ S ! [0, 1].
As we have defined the state space of the environment, we
can find that the digital billboards only affect the probabilities
that potential customers purchasing different products.

o

bg

b

g
⇡bg = arg max[rbgt (ad ) + Vbg (ot+1
)].

(9)

We can find that the goal of each digital billboard is to
maximize its expected commercial profit. Hence, in this paper,
we adopt Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) to find the
optimal advertising strategy for the advertiser. However, in our
digital billboard advertising scene, each billboard is considered
as an independent agent and each agent makes decisions independently. In this way, we cannot directly use the traditional
deep reinforcement learning method, (e.g., policy gradient),
hence we propose our advertising strategy based on the MultiAgent Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (MADDPG).
V. ADVERTISING STRATEGY
In this section, we describe the structure of the neural
networks for each digital billboard. And, we also discuss
the detailed adverting strategy for the advertiser in order to
maximize the commercial profit.
A. Advertising System Overview

E. Problem Formulation
For now, we have defined the entire digital billboard advertising scene. The problem for the advertiser is how to
determine the advertisement switching policies for the digital
billboards so that the advertiser could achieve the maximal
commercial profit, which is the dynamic advertising problem.
Obviously, it is unreasonable for the advertiser to switch
advertisements manually for each digital billboard. And a lot
of resources could be consumed if we use a central server
to control these digital billboards. Hence, we can use another
way to solve this problem. As we have defined the MDP in our
digital billboard advertising scene, for each digital billboard
bg , we can formulate our problem as follows:
b

billboard bg , its optimal advertising strategy can be defined as
follows:

o

bg

b

g
max Vbg (ot g ) = [rbgt (ad ) + Vbg (ot+1
)],

(8)

where
is the discount factor to measure the importance
between future reward and current reward. For each digital

First of all, we discuss the system flow of the digital
billboard advertising scene. As we can see from Fig. 3, there
are m digital billboards, which can be considered as different
agents. These billboards are interacting with the environment
at the same time. The current state of environment is st .
Each billboard bg would independently observe the state of the
environment and take an action ad from action space. After
all the billboards have performed actions, the environment
would change its state to next state st+1 and each billboard
would obtain its reward. This process will be repeated until
the deadline and the advertiser could confirm the commercial
profit.
B. Billboard Modeling
1) Taking action after observing: For a digital billboard bg ,
first, the digital billboard bg would observe the environment at
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Algorithm 1 Advertising Strategy For Digital Billboard Advertising (ASFDBA)
Input: a set of billboards B, a set of potential users C, a set
of advertisements (products) A
Output: target actor and critic networks
1: Initialize discount factor , update rate ⌧ ;
2: for billboard bg ✓ B do
b
3:
Randomly initialize critic network Qbg (ot g , ad ) and
bg bg
actor network ⇡ (ot );
b
4:
Initialize target critic network Q0bg (ot g , ad ) =
bg bg
0bg bg
Q (ot , ad ) and target actor network ⇡ (ot ) =
b
⇡ bg (ot g );
5:
Initialize the replay buffer RBbg ;
for episode = 1, 2, ..., E do
Initialize environment;
for epoch t = 1, 2, ..., T do
for billboard bg ✓ B do
b
10:
Get observation ot g , and select action abg =
bg b g
⇡ (ot )
11:
Execute each billboard’s action abg , get observa6:
7:
8:
9:

b

o

bg

g
tion ot+1
and reward rbgt (abg )
12:
for billboard bg ✓ B do

b

13:

RBbg
14:
15:

o

bg

b

g
Store transition (ot g , abg , rbgt (abg ), ot+1
) into

Randomly sample N batches from RBbg
Update critic network and actor network by
algorithm 2
b

the beginning of a time slice t and obtain its observation ot g ,
which is shown on the left side of Fig. 4. Then the observation
would be transformed into a matrix and fed into the neural
b
network called actor network ⇡ bg (ot g ). After calculation, the
actor network will give the probabilities of taking different
actions, which could maximize the expected reward. Then the
digital billboard could decide its action for this time slice. This
process happens on all digital billboards at the same time. By
now, each digital billboard should have decided the action for
the current time slice. Next, we will discuss the transition of
environment state.
2) State Transition and Storage: After all the digital billboards have performed actions, potential customers would
see the advertising content when they enter billboard areas.
When the potential customers see the advertising content,
the probabilities of potential customers purchasing different
products would change, and each digital billboard could obtain
the reward from the environment. We have defined observation
of digital billboards, hence, after the probabilities of potential
customers buying different products change, the state of the
environment would also transit to another state. Each billboard
could obtain a tuple, which consists of old state, the action,
reward and new state, and the digital billboard would store
this tuple into its replay buffer for training.
3) Training The Neural Networks: In this part, we will
discuss how to train the neural networks of each digital
billboard. First of all, we should see the detailed structure

Algorithm 2 Update The Critic and Actor Networks
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

o

bg

b

g
y = rbgt (ad ) + Q0bg (ot+1
, a0b1 , a0b2 , ..., a0bm )

b
E[(Qbg (ot g , ab1 , ab2 , ..., abm )

L(Qbg ) =
y)2 ]
Update the critic network by minimizing L(Qbg )
Update the actor network by using gradients:
rJ = E[r⇡ bg (a)|a=abg
b
rQbg (ot g , ab1 , ab2 , ..., abm )]|a =⇡bg (obg )
bg
t
Update the weights of corresponding target networks by:
wQ0bg = ⌧ wQbg + (1 ⌧ )wQ0bg
w⇡0bg = ⌧ w⇡bg + (1 ⌧ )w⇡0bg

of the neural networks, which is shown in Fig. 4. We can see
b
that there are two neural networks: actor network ⇡ bg (ot g )
b
g
and critic network Qbg (ot , ad ). The actor network is used to
identify the action, which the digital billboard should take.
And the critic network is used to estimate the reward of
different observations and actions. For example, after a digital
billboard bg has observed the environment and performed its
action, the next time this digital billboard encounters the same
state, if this digital billboard takes a different action and gets
a bigger reward, then the actor network should increase the
probability of taking the new action. Hence, we can propose
the method to update two neural networks. There are three
fully connected layers in each neural networks, where each
node of the full connection layer is connected to all nodes of
the previous layer.
For the critic network, during the training process, each
digital billboard should sample N -batches from the replay
buffer, and update the critic network with minimizing the loss
function:
b
L(Qbg ) = E[(Qbg (ot g , ab1 , ab2 , ..., abm ) y)2 ]
(10)
bg
o
bg
y = rbgt (ad ) + Q0bg (ot+1
, a0b1 , a0b2 , ..., a0bm )
where a0bm is the next action that the digital billboard bg would
take for the next time slice and the value of critic network
b
Qbg (ot g , ad ) is the digital billboard bg ’s Q function with
observations and actions from the replay buffer. Obviously,
the method of updating the critic network is to reduce the
difference between the predicted reward and the real reward,
so as to improve the accuracy of prediction. Note that when
predicting the reward, both the immediate reward in the current
state and the possible future reward are taken into consideration, we use the parameter to represent the importance of
future rewards.
After we have trained the critic network, we need to train
the actor network by using gradients, which is shown in Eq.
11:
rJ = E[r⇡ bg (a)|a=abg
(11)
b
rQbg (ot g , ab1 , ab2 , ..., abm )]|a =⇡bg (obg )
bg

t

The goal of updating the actor network is to increase the
expected reward of the output action probabilities.
4) Inferring Policies of Other Digital Billboards: As we
have discussed that the cooperation and competition among
all digital billboards will also affect the commercial profit, it
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TABLE I: Parameters Settings.

bg

b

b1

b2

bm

g
ŷ = rbgt (ad )+ Q0bg (ot+1
, ⇡ˆ0 bg (ob1 ), ⇡ˆ0 bg (ob2 ), ..., ⇡ˆ0 bg (obm )).
(13)

After we have trained the neural networks for each digital
billboard, we only need the target actor network of each
billboard for testing. Each digital billboard could observe the
b
environment and obtain ot g at the beginning of time slice t.
Then the actor network could determine the probabilities of
taking different actions for the digital billboard bg by giving
the observation. After all digital billboards have performed
their actions, the environment would give a reward to each
bg
digital billboard and change its state to ot+1
. It is obvious
that there is no communication between each billboard during
the test phase. And each billboard could make its decision by
its own observation.
D. Advertising Strategy
The detailed advertising strategy is shown in algorithm 1.
First of all, we need to train the neural networks for each
digital billboard. At the beginning of training process, we
initialize the parameters, environment and neural networks for
the training (line 1-5). We consider each digital billboard bg
as an agent, and each agent could obtain its observation at the
beginning of each epoch (time slice). Then, the agents could
decide their actions by feeding their actor networks with their
observations (line 6-11). Next, all the digital billboards will
switch the advertisements by their actions. After all the digital
billboards have executed their actions, potential customers in
the environment start moving and the digital billboards will
obtain the rewards from the environment at the end of the
time slice (epoch). These above information will be stored
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Fig. 5: Average loss on three datasets.
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Note that Eq.12 can be optimized by a online approach. For
example, before updating Qbg , the digital billboard bg could
take the latest sample from the replay buffer of each digital
billboard and update the approximate advertisement switching
policy of each digital billboard.
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where H is the entropy of the policy distribution. ✓bgj is the
approximate parameter of ⇡ bj by bg . With the approximate
advertisement switching policies, we can replace the y in
Eq.10 by the approximate value ŷ, which is shown as follows:
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Method
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is necessary for each digital billboard to consider the possible
actions of other digital billboards when deciding the action
for the current time slice. However, in our digital advertising
scene, there is no communication among digital billboards.
Besides, all digital billboards determine the next action at the
same time, so there is no real-time communication. Hence,
for a digital billboard bg , it should infer the advertisement
switching policies of other digital billboards so that it may
achieve more commercial profit.
This advertisement switching policy is learned by maximizing the log probability of digital billboard bj ’s actions [13],
which is shown as follows:
b
b
b
b
(12)
L(✓bgj ) = E[log ⇡
ˆbgj (abj |ot j ) + H(ˆ
⇡bgj )]
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Fig. 6: Average reward on three datasets.
into their replay buffers, and next we can update their neural
networks by using samples from replay buffer (line 12-17).
After we have trained the neural networks for each digital
billboard, we could use the target actor network of each
digital billboard to do the advertising for the advertiser. During
the testing process, all the digital billboards will observe the
environment and feed their observations to their target actor
networks. Then they can get the outputs of their actor networks
and decide what actions they should take according to the
outputs. After all the digital billboards have executed their
actions, the environment will change its state. This process
will be repeated until the deadline. The advertiser will obtain
the commercial profit after the entire life cycle.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, simulations are conducted to evaluate the
performances of different advertising strategies by using three
widely-used real-world data sets. We compare the performances of our proposed advertising strategy with other advertising strategies under different conditions.
A. The Simulation Traces And Settings
In this paper, three real-world datasets are adopted:
• roma/taxi trace set [14]: In roma/taxi trace set, 320 taxi
drivers that work in the center of Rome city are included.
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Fig. 8: Performances on different number of digital billboards.
The trajectories in this dataset are collected every 7
seconds and sent to a central server, which represent the
positions of those taxi drivers.
• epfl trace set [15]: In the epfl trace set, there are about 500
taxis’ GPS coordinates, which are collected over 30 days
in the San Francisco Bay Area. Each taxi is equipped
with a GPS receiver and sends a location-update to a
central server. The records are fine-grained so that we
can accurately collect user positions by these locationupdates.
• geolife trace set [16]: In geolife trace set, there are
about 17621 trajectories whose total distance is about 1.2
million kilometers. The total duration of this dataset is
about 48000 hours, which are collected by different GPS
loggers and phones.
These datasets are preprocessed by filtering out some abnormal users including those with discontinuous trajectories
or remote locations. Then, we adopt the Baidu Map API to
match these traces into a map area and divide this area into
a grid-shape. The trajectories of each user can be converted
to a series of grid coordinates. We regard the users in these
datasets as the potential customers for the simulations. Hence,
during the simulations, the trajectories in these datasets can be
regarded as the movement of potential customers in different
time slices.
The detailed parameter settings of simulations are shown
in Table.I. We have discussed that the specific collection and
inference process of potential customers preferences is not the
focus of this paper, hence, the preferences of each potential
customer are randomly generated in the simulations in order
to reduce the difficulty of calculation.

B. Evaluation Results
C. Comparison Advertising Strategies And Metric
The dynamic advertising problem is quite different from
the existing works, hence we compare our advertising strategy
with the following advertising strategies:
• Deep Q-Learing (DQN): Each digital billboard chooses
the advertisement by using Deep Q-Learning (DQN)[34],
where each digital billboard decides its action by feeding
its observation to a neural network.
• Greedy: Each digital billboard chooses the advertisement
which has the maximal commercial profit at the beginning
of each time slice.
• Random: Each digital billboard randomly chooses the
advertisement at the beginning of each time slice.
We use the commercial profit as the metric to measure
the performances of different advertising strategies. When
an advertising strategy performs better, it would have higher
commercial profit, which is reasonable. In order to calculate
the commercial profit, we need to judge whether a customer
is attracted to purchase a product. When a potential customer
sees an advertisement on a billboard, he has a chance to
buy the product in the advertisement. After the deadline of
the whole experiment, each potential customer has different
purchase probability for each product. Through these probabilities, we can use a random number generator to repeatedly test
whether a potential customer has bought products, and finally
we can get the commercial profit by averaging the payment
of potential customers.
Besides, each potential customer’s trajectories and mobility
pattern will not be affected by the advertisements they see. In
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Fig. 10: Performances on different number of customers’ preferences.
our scenario, each potential customer will have the probability
of purchasing a product after seeing the advertisement. At
the end of each round of experiments, if a potential customer
decides to purchase a product, we consider the advertiser will
obtain the commercial profit from the potential customer and
ignore the customer’s journey to the store.
In this section, we aim to evaluate the performances of our
proposed advertising strategy and compare it with other advertising strategies. Specifically, we test the commercial profit
along with the changing of the number of advertisements,
the number of digital billboards and deadline. The simulation
results on three different real-world data sets are illustrated in
Fig. 7-Fig. 9.
1) Average Loss and Reward on different datasets: First of
all, we show the average loss and reward on three different
datasets, and the results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The
number of digital billboards in the simulations is set to 3 and
the number of advertisements is set to 5. From Fig. 5, we
can find that the loss values of simulations on three datasets
converge after about 80000 training episodes and hence we
set the training episodes to 80000 for the rest simulations.
From Fig. 6, we can find that the reward increases with time
and converges in about 100 time slices. Hence, we set the
deadline to 100 time slices as the baseline. Next, we show
the detailed performances of different advertising strategies
on three datasets.
2) Performances on different number of advertisements: In
this part, we illustrate the results when we change the number
of advertisements and keep the others fixed. The number of
billboards is set to 3, and the deadline is set to 100 time slices.
Each billboard could have 3 to 7 advertisements for advertis-

ing, which is also its action space. The results are shown in
Fig. 7. We can rank the performances of different strategies as
follows: ASFDBA > DQN > Greedy > Random, and ASFDBA
outperforms 2% to 5% than greedy on these three datasets.
Specifically, the commercial profit increases along with the
increase of the number of advertisements. It is reasonable
because when there are more different advertisements, they
are more likely to match the preferences of different potential
customers. Hence, the probabilities of potential customers
purchasing products may increase. Besides, the same potential
customer could be attracted by different advertisements, which
could also enlarge the commercial profit.
3) Performances on different number of digital billboards:
In this paper, each digital billboard is considered as an agent
and it could decide its action at the beginning of each time
slice. Hence, it is necessary to evaluate the performances
when we change the number of digital billboards. During
the simulation, the number of advertisements is set to 5, and
the deadline is set to 100. The number of digital billboards
is set from 1 to 5. As we can see from Fig. 8, ASFDBA
could always obtain the maximal commercial profit. This is
because each digital billboard would consider the actions of
the other digital billboards when it needs to determine the
action for the current time slice by using ASFDBA and hence
each digital billboard could maximize its expected commercial
profit. However, when digital billboards decide their actions by
using DQN, their policies may be constantly changed, because
the policies of other agents are not considered in the training
process.
4) Performances on different deadlines: Next, we conduct
the simulations to test performances of different advertising
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strategies when we change the deadline and the results are
shown in Fig. 9. We can find that our proposed advertising
strategy ASFDBA could always achieve the maximal commercial profit for the advertiser. The results of ASFDBA are
improved about 3% -7% compared with Greedy. The strategy
Random performs worst, which is reasonable. Because when
the digital billboards randomly take actions, the commercial
profit is not stable. Compared with other advertising strategies,
it is difficult for the strategy Random to choose the optimal
solution for each time slice. Hence, the performances of
Random are the worst. We can also find that the commercial
profit increases along with the growth of the deadline. Because
potential customers have more time and opportunities to see
these digital billboards. Besides, the same potential customer
could see the same advertisement multiple times, hence the
digital billboards could attract more potential customers and
the commercial profit increases.
5) Performances on different number of customer preferences: Finally, we illustrate the results when we change
the number of customers’ preferences and the results are
shown in Fig. 10. We can find that as the number of customers’ preferences increases, the performance of different
strategies also improves and the differences in the results of
these strategies decrease. This is because when the number
of customers’ preferences increases, so will the customers’
interests in different products. In other words, products are
more attractive to potential customers. Hence, the commercial
profit for the advertiser will increase. Besides, when the
number of customers’ preferences is the same as the total
number of preferences (each potential customer has all kinds
of preferences), the potential customers will be interested in
all products, so in this case, the impact of different strategies
on the results will be smaller. That is the reason why he
differences in the results of these strategies decrease.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a dynamic advertising problem is formulated
to determine the advertisement switching policies for different
digital billboards so that the advertiser could attract as many
potential customers as possible and the commercial profit for
the advertiser could be maximized. To address the dynamic
advertising problem, first of all, we use the vehicular data of
potential customers collected by mobile crowdsensing (MCS)
to extract potential customers’ implicit information, such as
their historical vehicular trajectories and their preferences.
Based on the above vehicular data, we adopt a semi-markov
model to predict the customers’ mobility patterns to show their
chances to see the digital billboards. Then, we propose an
advertising strategy called ASFDBA by using multi-agent deep
deterministic policy gradient (MADDPG), where each digital
billboard can decide its current advertisement independently
without communicating with the other digital billboards. Finally, We conduct extensive simulations based on three widelyused real-world trajectories: roma/taxi, epfl, and geolife. The
results show that our advertising strategy could achieve the
best commercial profit for the advertiser compared with other
advertising strategies.
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